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An additional aspect of success and impact is the qual-

Furthermore, internship opportunities were created

ity of the work produced by HSGC trainees and research

to provide collaboration between industry partners for

fellows, presented at a symposium every fall and spring

workforce development at local companies and to en-

semester. It is truly outstanding. Reports on all HSGC stu-

gage students in leadership skills and research-based

dent projects are published and distributed to contribu-

projects at NASA Centers and Academies; and HSGC sup-

tors, UH officials, State Delegations, and NASA Office of

ports student participation in working on the University

STEM Engagement.

of Hawai'i CubeSat program in the UH Mānoa College

Here is what the Hawai'i Space Grant Consortium has
done and continues to do:
HSGC has supported Future Flight Hawai'i for 25 years

of Engineering and the Hawai'i Space Flight Laboratory,
currently supporting the Neutron-1 and HyTI satellites
for launch this year and next.

(retired in 2015), an educational program for student in

NASA, the agency that sponsors all Space Grant Con-

grades two through five to stimulate their interest in sci-

sortia, is now encouraging its 52 participants to expand

ence and technology, and Hawai'i school robotics pro-

their scope into supporting graduate education. We an-

grams.

ticipate that HSGC with assistance of the University of

HSGC has created the HI STEM Pipeline promoting

Hawai'i at Mānoa will be equally successful in develop-

science, technology, engineering and math education

ing this new area and integrating it seamlessly into the

through cooperative and interdisciplinary programs while

envelope of its current and future activities. National

recruiting and training the next diverse workforce from

goals including the introduction of the Department of

grades K-16.

Defense’s Space Force and the intent to land the first

HSGC has supported teams of students from the Com-

woman on the Moon through the Artemis program pro-

munity Colleges to successfully participate in national

vide the motivation and need for the kind of engage-

rocket competitions and various aerospace programs.

ment across all sectors of Hawaiian Society and the

HSGC has awarded over 1400 research fellowships and
traineeships to student at the University of Hawai'i for

University of Hawai'i community that the Hawai'i Space
Grant Consortium is there to support.

their NASA space-related research projects in engineer-

Thirty years of success and visible impact in Hawai'i

ing, geology, biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy,

is a cause for celebration of the Hawai'i Space Grant

oceanography, mathematics, computer science, medi-

Consortium’s 30th Anniversary in recognizing all their

cine, education and other fields, under the guidance of

contributions to the University of Hawai'i, the people of

over 120 faculty and staff mentors.

Hawai'i, and to our state and nation.
Happy 30th Anniversary to
all Space Grant Consortia!!!
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UH Mānoa Undergraduate Team
Rocket Launch
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HIGHER EDUCATION
Project KauIda: In-Space RF Communications & Virtual Reality Imagery on RockSatX Suborbital Rocket Payload
By Dr. Georgeanne Purvinis, HSGC Associate Director at Kaua'i Community College
Northwestern Nazarene University (NNU, Nampa, Idaho)
and Kaua`i Community College (Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii) are collaborating with undergraduate student teams to participate
in the RockSat-X suborbital research program run by the Colorado Space Grant Consortium at NASA Wallops in Virginia.
The students at both colleges worked together to design and
almost deliver a scientific payload for a NASA RockSatX mission which was scheduled to launch in August 2020, but has
been put on hold until
2021 due to COVID-19.
KauIda payload
showing deckplate,
hardware boxes, and
boom extended.
Credit: Ben Campbell, NNU.

Idaho team:
L to R: Elijah Hartney, Ben Campbell, Dr. Dan Lawrence, Dr.
Steve Parke, Devyn Duryea. Not Pictured Nathan Appleby, Garrisen Cizmich & Aaron Borger

The CDR went well in January and KauIda became officially
manifest for the 2020 launch. The Kauai team planned a trip
to Idaho over spring break to perform integration and full
mission simulation with mature hardware, but shortly after

The project has been named KauIda, for the combination of

purchasing tickets all travel ceased due to COVID-19. Kauai

Kauai and Idaho. Kauai’s part of the payload draws on the pre-

shipped their hardware to Idaho and work has continued

vious experiences of the last two Project Imua RockSat-X mis-

slowly, as at first NNU campus was also closed. Initially, NASA

sions and involves deploying multiple cameras to “get a selfie”

postponed the launch to October. The Colorado Space Grant

of the entire payload. The payload will utilize a scissor arm

frequently contacted teams to see if their payloads were able

deployable boom with a camera capable of collecting 360 de-

to progress. Finally, NASA cancelled the launch until 2021,

gree visual images for subsequent reconstruction into a virtual

since NASA Wallops was closed. Teams who had already been

reality (VR) video, viewable either by computer mouse scroll-

selected are able to stay on for the 2021 launch, as the vari-

ing or VR headset. An additional fixed camera will be placed

ous design reviews had already been passed. Team KauIda

on the payload to observe the boom extension and retraction.

plans on keeping essentially the same lead students, and the

VR imagery will later be used and shared with the broader

same payload. There is extra space on the current payload,

community to encourage STEM careers. NNU will be testing

so both campuses would like to recruit a few new students,

RFid tags placed at the end of the boom and monitoring power

who can add small experiments to the current payload.

collection, along with doing the mechanical and boom design.
RFid technology could be used for remote sensing and reading
of data on space station exterior surfaces.
The two groups of students started working together summer
of 2019 so that, in spite of distance, they would be ready for
the first design reviews in the fall. By Christmas, the majority
of the payload electrical and software components were functional, and the Idaho team came to Kauai over Christmas break
to test and integrate the subsystems. 3D printed mechanical
components, the cameras, and prototype power boards were
all integrated functionally together and problems corrected.

Kauai Team-L to R: Nick Herrmann, Ying Onlamai, Braden
Stoddard, Angelina Ouye holding Lava the Cat, Dr. Georgeanne
Purvinis, Jordan Karimi
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HAWAI ‘ I SPA CE G R A NT CO NS O RTIU M
SUCCESS STORY- Casey Law

Following HSGC's previous fellows, trainees and interns - Where are they now?
I grew up on Kaua`i, where the beautiful night skies inspired me to learn more
about astronomy. I was fortunate to have teachers to encourage my curiosity from
elementary school, high school, and even at Kaua`i Community College.
I studied Physics at UH Manoa starting in 1994. I loved how Physics could be used
to explain so much about the world, including parts of the world I could not see or
experience directly. I also kept up my interest in amateur astronomy by participating
in star parties or counting meteors from the rooftop of my dorm.
In 1997, I found a way to combine my interest in Physics and Astronomy through
the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium. My research project was directed by Prof. James
Heasley of the Institute for Astronomy at UH Manoa. My job was to analyze data from
two telescopes located atop Maunakea: the NASA IRTF and UH 2.2 meter telescopes.
Casey Law

Prof. Heasley studied globular star clusters and used optical and infrared imaging to

measure stellar ages and other properties of the clusters. At the completion of my research project, I wrote up a report and
presented a summary of the research to my peers at the Consortium.
The experience of doing the research and sharing it was thrilling. It gave me a feeling for how scientists work and the kinds
of problems and questions they address. Sometimes they are trivial problems related to software or using an instrument. Sometimes the analysis reveals something more fundamental. The answers are never guaranteed, but I was always excited to learn
something new, or to see something for the first time.
After I earned BS in Physics in 1998, I wanted to continue to study astronomy in graduate school. Fortunately, my experience
as a Space Grant Fellow provided me with research practice and a mentor to guide me through the process of getting into graduate school. In 1998, I started my new career as an astronomer at the astronomy department at Boston University.
After many twists and turns, I am happy to say that I am still an astronomer. Throughout my career, I’ve worked at positions
in Boston, Chicago, Amsterdam, Berkeley, and Pasadena. In the course of my work, I’ve observed with telescopes in the Netherlands, West Virginia, South Africa, New Mexico, Massachusetts, Hawai`i and in space!
Today, I am a staff scientist at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory and Caltech Department of Astronomy. My research focuses
on computationally intensive astronomy and radio transients. Our
group uses novel radio telescopes and instruments supported by
large computer clusters in order to study some of the most rare
and powerful explosions in the universe.
My career in astronomy would not have been possible without
the support of the Hawaii Space Grant Fellowship and the staff
who support that program. My research project made use of data
from the NASA IRTF telescope on Maunakea.
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Undergraduate Programs: Fellowships, Traineeships
UH Mānoa Fellow - Fall 2019
Rachel Bellah, a senior in Geol-

and

Internships

for image analysis as well as programming for visualizing remote sensing data in an immersive, virtual reality environment in his project "Enhancing Geospatial Tools with Real-

ogy and Geophysics, is continuing her

time Capabilities and Developing VR Environment."

work with mentor Dr. Przemyslaw Dera

UH Mānoa Fellows - Fall 2019-Spring 2020

of the Department of Earth Sciences
on "Testing Thermal-reflective Paint on

Kayli Chun, a senior in Mechani-

Mars Soil Simulant" motivated by the

cal Engineering, is working on the

need to characterize building materials

project, "Development of High-Per-

suitable for future use on Mars. Using

formance Hierarchical Multifunctional

X-ray diffraction and temperature-step experiments, Rachel

Ceramic Nanocomposites Employing

is evaluating the reflectivity, durability, and insulating capa-

Carbon Nanotube Nanoforest I and

bility of painted samples of compressed Mars soil simulant.

Preceramic Polymers Prepregged Composites for Space Applications." With

John Bredall,

a senior in

mentor Dr. Mehrdad N. Ghasemi Nejhad of the Department

Astrophysics, is working with men-

of Mechanical Engineering, Kayli will research ways to op-

tor Dr. Benjamin Shappee of the

timize strength and toughness of nanocomposite materials

UH Institute for Astronomy to study

for improved mechanical performance, especially to avoid

the photometric variability of Young

delamination during use in space.

Stellar Objects using data from the
All-Sky Automated Survey for SuperNo-

Schelin Ireland,

a senior

vae (ASAS-SN). John's project, "Baby

in Geology and Geophysics, is work-

Boomers: An ASAS-SN Survey of Variable Young Stellar Ob-

ing with mentor Dr. Paul Lucey of the

jects" is relevant to research of start and planetary formation.

Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics and
Planetology on a project looking at cra-

Carrie Brooks,

a senior in

ters on the Moon using orbital remote

Geology and Geophysics, is working

sensing data to ultimately estimate

with mentor Dr. Klaus Sattler of the

regolith thickness. Schelin will use

Department of Physics and Astronomy

data from the Diviner Lunar Radiom-

studying the "Systematic Variation

eter Experiment onboard NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter

of Process Time in the Hydrothermal

and from the Multiband Imager onboard JAXA's Kaguya Mission

Carbonization of Sucrose" for space

in her project "Thickness of the Lunar Highlands Regolith and

applications. Carrie is experimenting

Implications for the Impact Flux in the Early Solar System."

with carbon nanofoams using a hydrothermal carbonization
method, and using microscopy and spectroscopy techniques

_Mikhail Polivany,

to characterize density and internal structures

more in Mechanical Engineering, is

a sopho-

working with mentor Dr. Mehrdad N.

Julian Pereda,

a sopho-

Ghasemi Nejhad of the Department of

more in Mathematics, is working

Mechanical Engineering on an ongoing

on a coordinated project with Fel-

nanotechnology project. Mikhail is de-

low Alan Tong to improve data

veloping and evaluating the mechani-

analysis from drone surveys over

cal qualities of 3-D nanocomposite ma-

ecologically important field sites.

terials with interlaminar conductive fillers in his project titled,

With mentor Dr. Monique Chyba

"Development of High-Performance Hierarchical Multifunction-

of the Department of Mathemat-

al Nanocomposites Employing Carbon Nanotubes Nanoforest II

ics, Julian is working on real-time, on-board capabilities

and Prepreg-composite for Space Applications."
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Alan Tong, a sophomore in Mathematics, is working on a coordinated
project with Fellow Julian Pereda

UH Mānoa Trainee - Fall 2019

to improve data analysis from drone
surveys over ecologically important
field sites. Alan aims to apply topol-

Ryan Sokolowski,

a senior

ogy (shape and structure in data) and

in Mechanical Engineering, is work-

spectral graph theory to the develop-

ing with mentor Dr. Joseph Brown

ment of fast algorithms for mathematical clustering of re-

of the Department of Mechanical

mote sensing data, which can be used ultimately for auto-

Engineering in the field of materials

matic detection of a desired quality, such as tree health.

development

UH Mānoa Fellows - Spring 2020
Jason Borgida,

a senior in

and

thermomechani-

cal characterization. Ryan's project is
titled "Structural Carbon Fabrication
System and Applications Towards Hypersonics and Aerospace."

Mechanical Engineering, is working
with mentor Dr. Eunji Jun of the Department of Mechanical Engineering

UH Mānoa Trainee - Fall 2019-Spring 2020

on a numerical study of chemical
reactions and gas dynamics. Jason's

Hunter Patton,

a senior in

project, "Chemical Models for Direct

Mechanical Engineering, is working

Simulation Monte Carlo for Mars Hy-

with mentor Dr. Joseph Brown of the

personic Entry Flows" has applications for understanding the

Department of Mechanical Engineer-

chemical reactions inside the bow shock of spacecraft enter-

ing on a laboratory project, "Meissner

ing the atmosphere of Mars for future lander missions.

Effect in an Induced Electromagnetic
Field." Hunter is interested in experi-

Elizabeth Swantek, a sopho-

menting with controlling the Meissner

more in Mathematics, is working on a

Effect while considering its possible

coordinated project with HSGC URI stu-

use to activate motion of objects in space."

dent Alan Tong to improve data analysis from drone surveys over ecologically
important field sites. With mentor Dr.

UH Hilo Fellow - Fall 2019

Monique Chyba of the Department of
Mathematics, Elizabeth is working on real-time, on-board capa-

Jennifer Bragg,

a senior in

bilities for image analysis as well as programming for visualizing

Mathematics and Physics, is working

remote sensing data in an immersive, virtual reality environ-

with mentor Dr. Bo Reipurth of the

ment in her project "Augmented Autonomy for Drones."

UH Institute for Astronomy on properties of young binary stars observed

Eric Takahashi, a senior in Me-

with adaptive optics, which cor-

chanical Engineering, is working with

rects atmospheric blurring effects at

mentor Dr. Eunji Jun of the Department

ground-based telescopes. In her proj-

of Mechanical Engineering on a numeri-

ect, "Adaptive Optics Observations of

cal study of green-fuel chemistry and

Newborn Binaries," Jennifer is collecting and analyzing data

gas-plume dynamics for small satellites.

from multiple telescopes to research the ages and energy

Eric's project, "Aerothermal Analysis of

distributions of selected binary stars in the Orion Molecular

an Atmospheric Dipper CubeSat with Green Propellant" sup-
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Cloud star-forming region.

ports NASA's studies of propulsive systems for optimal performance.
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University of Guam Fellow - Fall 2019

Kiyomi Sanders,

a Junior in

Physics, isworking with Dr. Radovan

John Batarao, a senior in Biol-

Milincic on "Surveyof the Density Pro-

ogy, is working on a remote sensing

file of Galaxies AroundSupermassive

project related to water resources and

Black Holes in Different Periodof Uni-

mapping coastal freshwater discharge

verse by using HEASARC Data." Thisre-

into the sea with mentor Dr. Romina

search project is going to investigate

King of the Department of Geography.

theirformation by calculating the

In his project, "Development of Alter-

density ofgalaxies around some of the

native Thermal Imaging Solutions for

most massiveblack holes in the different epoch ofuniverse.

Submarine Groundwater Discharge,"

The objective of Kiyomi's project isto look for anomalies/

John Paul is building and testing thermal imaging infrared sen-

similarities of the density of galaxies as thedistance from

sors to detect temperature differences between fresh and salt

the black hole increases. Publicly available High EnergyAs-

water. The technology could be used on drones to collect data

trophysics Science Archive Research Center (HEASARC) is

over rivers and estuaries, as well as coastal freshwater plumes.

NASA’sdata will allow us to calculate galaxy densities around
black holes.

Kapi‘olani Community College
Trainees-Fall 2019-Spring 2020

University of Guam Fellow - Spring 2020
Ahmyia Cacapit,

a junior in

Biology, is working with mentor Dr.
Michael Orr of the College of Natural

Brent Shigano,

and Applied Sciences to study aero-

in

sol effects on the health of marine

with Dr. Aaron Hanai ofthe Math &

life. In her laboratory project, "Aero-

Sciences department on "Assessing

sol and Phytoplankton: A Preliminary

the Aerodynamic Performance of

Look," Ahmyia will study the growth

Airfoilswith Vortex Generator Addi-

rates of cultured phytoplankton ex-

tions." Brent'sproject utilizes a com-

ASNS-Engineering,

a Sophomore
is

working

posed to aerosol particulates that

bination of 3D-modelingand compu-

she will collect from drone-heights and at sea level. This

tational fluid dynamics simulations

research supports ocean and tropical fisheries management

to assess the aerodynamic qualities ofvortex generator

as well as NASA's global studies of ocean ecosystems.

additions. Brent hopes todetermine if these additions spe-

Kapi‘olani Community College
Trainees-Fall 2019
Alden Andrei Fernandez,

cificallyassist in producing a greater lift to drag ratio coefficient to possiblyreduce fuel utilized by the aircraft over

Celeste Guiles,

a Junior in

Chemistry and minoring in Physics, is

a junior in ASNS-ENgineering, is

working with Dr.Radovan Milincic on

working on the project, "Analyzing

"Analysis of the Galactic Environment

and Characterizing Simulated Impact

around the First Directly Observed

Craters Using the AR Sandbox" with

Supermassive Black Hole Messier87."

mentor Dr. Aaron Hanai of the Math

Celeste's project is going to investi-

& Sciences department. The objec-

gatethe population of all galaxies

tive of the project is to simulate

around Messier87, by calculating the

craters and compare its geometric

density of galaxiesaround it and comparing density ratios

properties with discovered impact craters to characterize

atdifferent distances. Publicly available data toconduct this

them based on slope, depth, and shapes using the AR Sand-

survey is located at NASA's High Energy AstrophysicsScience

box.

Archive Research Center (HEASARC).
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Kapi‘olani Community College
Trainees-Spring 2020
Anna Gardner, a student study-

UH Maui TraineeFall 2019

ing Natural Science and Astronomy is

Lyle Myers,

working with Dr. Shidong Kan in the

Engineering Technology, is work-

project “Environmental surroundings

ing with mentor Principal Engi-

Super Massive Black Hole at the cen-

neer Paul Jeffers on the Daniel K.

ter of the Phoenix Cluster: The Fastest

Inouye Solar Telescope to design

Growing Super Massive Black Holes.”

and build a Differential Motion

Anna hopes to deepen her understand-

Monitoring

ing of the newly found Phoenix Cluster

tify atmospheric seeing differen-

a Senior in the

instrument

to

quan-

through researching and comparing the relationship between the

tiated from the telescope environment. Lyle will be using

number and density changes of the galaxies in different shells

software, hardware and electronics to track a star near

and distance changes from the center of the Phoenix Cluster.

the solar corona, and process data to arrive at a quantity of seeing for his project, “Robust DIMM for DKIST.”

Katlynn Vicuna, a freshman
in Engineering, is working with Dr.
Aaron Hanai on an astronaut-healthrelated project, “Bones, Organs,

UH Maui TraineesSpring 2020

Muscles, and Even Bugs (B.O.M.B).”
In this project, Katlynn’s overall goal

Noah Franco, a junior in Engi-

is to see how adequately the human

neering Technology, is working with

body can adapt in any given scenario

Dr. JungPark on the project “Elec-

for optimal nutrition while maintain-

tromagnetic Switch-Release System

ing the majority of muscle mass and bone density. This will

Design.” Noah’s goal is to design,

be done in two phases. The first phase focuses on optimiz-

build and test an electromagnetic

ing maximum muscle regeneration with minimal effort and

system that can be remotely operat-

equipment while the second phase monitors body inputs

ed. By creating an electromagnetic

and variables after consuming beef vs. consuming insects

system that has a powerful magnetic force, Noah hopes to potentially see this as a replacement for many common coupling systems

Jedediah Kobobel,

a fresh-

man in Electronic & Computer Engineering Technology, is working with
Dr. Chad Junkermeier of the STEM
department on “Using Carbophenes
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Alden Andrei Fernandez (junior in mechnical engineering), Jatin Pandya (junior in ASNS ICT) and Kody
Cosco (junior in mechanical engineering) (from L to R) are

as Molecular Filters.” Jedediah’s proj-

working together on a project developing a drone that can

work consisted of using previous theo-

be used for geo-mapping and ultimately exploring Saturn's

retical work, 3D modeling software, Density Functional The-

Moon, Titan. The overall goal of the project is to observe

ory, and molecular bonds testing.

ect evaluated the use of these carbon
crystals as a filter for CO2. Jedediah’s

the effects of different atmospheres and environments on a
drone, to help improve future performance.
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Kaua‘i Community College
RockSat Trainees

Project IMUA Trainees (Mission 7)- "ARLISS 2019 Comeback
Competition: Secondary Payload Experiment ASEP"
This past September, Anna Gardner, Craig Opie and Leo

Left: Jordan Karimi
Bottom Left:
Angelina Ouye
Bottom Right:
Braden Stoddard

Tanaka of Honolulu Community College (HonCC)and Windward Community College (WinCC) students traveled to the
Black Rock Desert inNevada for Project Imua Mission 7. For
this year’s mission, students were tasked with designinga
custom payload to be deployed at apogee and autonomously
navigate to a predetermined goalpoint. HonCC students
redesigned last year’s secondary payload, Atmospheric
Sensing Electronic Payload (ASEP), to mitigate previous versions’ points of failure by doing further testing, designing,
and implementing two new retention methods. The HonCC
students’ redesign was a successand all information was
retrieved and validated with no damage to the ASEP unit.
Project IMUA Trainees (Mission 8)- "Spaceport America Cup
2020"
For Project Imua Mission 8, the University of Hawaii Com-

This project is a collaboration between Northwest Nazarene
University, NNU, of Idaho Space Grantand the Kaua‘i Community College, KauCC of Hawai‘i Space Grant. KCC and NNU
will together designtheir own sounding rocket payload and
compete for a spot on the launch vehicle of the RockSatXprogram. The sounding rocket and all the science payloads
will launch into a suborbital mission inAugust 2020.

Honolulu Community College Project IMUA
Missions 7 & 8 2019-2020

munity Colleges Payload Team will be building a payload
that consists of a two-CubeSat-small-swarm and will make
modifications thatwill satisfy the requirements of the Spaceport America Cup 2020. The ground station will receivelive
infrared video feed from the parent 2U CubesSat in addition
to GPS coordinates of bothpayloads as the parent simultaneously receives and transmits GPS data with the child
1UCubeSat using the full duplex radios that will be on both
payloads. HCC trainees were divided into a total two teams
to build these payloads. The 1U CubeSat team consisted of
Lindsey Agustin, Danthone Buyacao, and Anthony Lopez.
The 2U CubeSat team consisted of Mia Fong, Craig Opie, and
Leo Tanaka

Windward Community College Project
IMUA Mission 8 2019-2020

Project Imua Mission 7 & 8 Teams: (L to R) Shidong Kan,
Katherine Bronston, Danthone Buyacao, Anna Gardner,
Leo Tanaka, Lindsey Agustin, Anthony Lopez, Mia Fong,
Craig Opie, Helen Rapozo
Missing: Dr. Kerry Tanimoto, Dr. Mevan Ranasinghe

WCC Project Imua Mission 8 Team: (L to R) Connor
Wilson, Jared Estrada, and Connor Smith
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Project IMUA Trainees (Mission 8)- "Spaceport America Cup
2020"
Spaceport America Cup is the world’s largest intercollegiate
rocketry conference and competition. Organized by the
Experimental Sounding Rocket Association, the event promotes teamwork, encourages students to pursue research in
a space science field and thus gives them the opportunity
to test their skills and abilities in developing a functional
rocket that can transport a payload of a given weight. The
team is comprised of both HCC students that will focus on
the payload challenge and WCC students that are tasked
with working on the structural components of the rocket.
The WCC student team consists of Jared Estrada, Connor

Traineeships are awarded to U.S. citizens
who are full-time students at University
of Hawai‘i Mānoa and Hilo campuses,
Community Colleges, and the University
of Guam. Awards provide lab training
and practical experience with a mentor in any space-related field of science,
technology, engineering or math. Trainees receive a stipend of up to $1,500 per
semester and may be eligible for supply
funds.

Smith, and Connor Wilson.

WCC Research With Nonconventional Rocket Propellants
By: Dr. Joseph E. Ciotti, Project Imua Manager, Windward CC
Under the auspices of HSGC’s Project Imua, the high-power rocketry team at Windward Community College has been conducting research on nonconventional rocket propellants, including sublimation and hybrid motors.

Sublimation Rocket
On August 13, 2017, a 3D printed sublimation-powered rocket was successfully deployed from a sounding rocket as it
neared apogee along its suborbital trajectory. This was Project Imua’s second test of a sublimation rocket from NASA Wallops
Flight Facility (WFF). The principle behind this type of nonconventional rocket motor relies on the sublimation of a solid at
decreased pressure and increased temperature. The propellant in both flights consisted of naphthalene, the main ingredient
in mothballs. When this non-incendiary propellant is exposed to the near zero pressure of outer space, sublimation causes
the solid naphthalene to transition directly into its gaseous state. As the gas expands, it is directed through a De Laval nozzle,
providing a micro thrust. The second test flight included a Ni-Chrome heating coil that was activated prior to deployment
to increase the propellant’s ambient temperature and consequently speed up the rate of sublimation. Development of this
simple, low thrust system could prove useful for venier controls needed for minor attitude corrections
A laser rangefinder as well as still and video cameras, designed by Honolulu Community College, were mounted on the
sounding rocket’s payload deck to monitor the movement of the
sublimation rocket after its release from the deck by a stepper
drive thread. Analysis of the data indicated that the sublimation
rocket exhibited the expected micro thrusting. Unfortunately, the
rocket’s intended straight-line path was compromised by a torque
imparted at release by the metal channel that guided the rocket
along the drive thread. This resulted in a lateral motion, which
complicated the analysis.
The WCC team is considering ways of eliminating this unwanted torque for a future RockSat-X flight from WFF. The col-
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WCC’s second sublimation rocket mounted in center of
lege’s rocketry lab recently acquired a high-performance vacuum
RockSat-X payload deck plate.
chamber to test the sublimation properties of other potential
(launched August 13, 2017)
propellants.
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Hybrid Rocket Motor
Currently, the WCC team is assembling and testing a hybrid rocket motor. Its maiden flight was originally scheduled for this
summer, but postponed when the Experimental Sounding Rocket Association was forced to cancel its ESRA 2020 competition
in New Mexico due to the coronavirus pandemic. Revised plans now call for test flying this hybrid rocket at the ARLISS 2020
competition in Nevada (Project Imua Mission 8). After proof-of-flight, the hybrid rocket will be launched at Spaceport America
Cup’s ESRA 2021 competition (Project Imua Mission 9). Aboard will be an atmospheric sensing payload consisting of a twoCubeSat-swarm (2U parent with releasable 1U child) designed by Honolulu Community College. Both launches are pending any
future COVID-19 travel restrictions.
The propellant powering hybrid rocket motors exists in two
different phases—a solid fuel and a liquid or gaseous oxidizer.
SpaceShipOne, which successfully made the first private crewed
spaceflight in 2004, used a hybrid motor. Unlike solid rockets,
hybrids can be easily throttled and even restarted. They also
pose a lower explosive hazard. In contrast to liquid rockets,
hybrids are mechanically simpler, requiring fewer pumps and
valves. One major disadvantage of hybrids is a decreasing thrust
curve resulting from its non-constant ratio of fuel production to
oxidizer flow rates as the fuel grain regresses.
For its first hybrid motor attempt, WCC is using a commercial
off-the-shelf motor produced by Contrail Rockets. Liquid nitrous
oxide (laughing gas) is pumped into an upper chamber prior to
launch. Once this tank is fully pressurized, the nitrous oxide

WCC Hybrid Rocket Team
becomes flammable. Prior to this fueling, the motor is inert.
left to right: Jessica Jacobs, Patrick Ng, Jared EsUpon ignition, a valve opens allowing the hot nitrous oxide to
trada (student lead), Dr. Jacob Hudson, Jr. (mentor);
flow through a proprietary solid fuel, causing volatiles in its grain
missing: Connor Wilson (photographer)
to ignite. The resulting high-pressure exhaust exits the nozzle
providing the rocket’s thrust.
The WCC team has already conducted four hybrid motor tests at the college’s Static Rocket Motor Test Facility. The first
two tests resulted in failure due to an over-pressurization
of the main fill line and battery problems.
With these issues resolved and refinements made to the
launch protocols, a third static test was conducted on January 11, 2020 that resulted in the team’s first successful ignition of a hybrid motor —and likely the first in Hawaii. Burn
time for this M class motor was 4.2 sec. Its total impulse of
6,547 Ns is calculated to lift the rocket and payload to an
altitude of 9,730 feet AGL.
A fourth test on February 22 also proved successful. The
WCC rocketry team is planning one additional static motor
test in late summer prior to launching its first hybrid rocket
at this Fall’s ARLISS competition.

Inserting hybrid motor into rocket.
left to right: Dr. Jacob Hudson, Jr. (mentor), Patrick Ng,
Connor Wilson
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A Fulfilling Experience As a HSGC Trainee & Fellow
By: Jennifer Bragg, UH Hilo Graduate
My first project with the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium
was my traineeship project entitled Distance of the CG 12
Cometary Globule. During this project I learned astrometry
and the importance of accuracy in astronomy. I also learned
how to navigate through a large data set of astronomical
objects, and how to extract useful information from it. I rigorously went through many hand calculations to ensure the
accuracy of my measurements, and really got a handle on
the idea of errors and deviations on measurements. My project was designed to measure the distance from our plane
of sight to 6 stars in CG 12, a star formation region, and the
distances to 6 stars near the globule. It was determined

Standing with Vanessa Zepeda, a fellow UH Hilo student
at the Fall 2019 HSGC Symposium
After succesfully completing the traineeship, I felt that

that all of the stars were at nearly the same distance from

I had the confidence to continue doing research through

us, which supports a hypothesis that the 6 stars measured

the fellowship. Dr. Reipurth and graduate student Maissa

nearby the globule may have had a massive companion that

Salama from UH Manoa agreed to take on a project with

went super nova and triggered star formation in CG 12.		

me. This project was entitled Adaptive Optics Observations

Since this was a new experience for me, sometimes I

of New Born Binaries. This was such a succesful experience

felt unsure about some of the things I was doing. If I had

because throughout the summer I built up my coding skills

any questions or doubts about the process, I quickly found

in Python during another internship, and continued to use

out that the HSGC staff was there to support me, a safety

them throughout the research in this project. During the

net in times of uncertainty so to speak. The symposium

fellowship I got a good glimpse of what it was like to do

that was held at the end of the semester was something

research in astronomy. From discovering objects in a collec-

every student must experience. Presenting your research in

tion of hundreds of images by manual inspection, to writing

front of your colleauges is important and enriching to your

a code that can do it for you. I learned a lot through this

growing knowledge in your field of study. Learning presenta-

process and how to think like an astronomer when it comes

tion skills and practicing them in front of a crowd can give

to analyzing images and data.

you the leg up on others who have not experienced that
yet.

This past Spring, I graduated and am continuing my journey with an internship this summer with the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. In the fall I am set to attend graduate school
to study optics. I am so grateful for the opportunities that
HSGC has provided me with, because without it I would
not have built up the confidence or skills to pursue other
endeavors that have lead me to where I am now.
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Explaining the conclusion of my research to an interested individual at the Spring 2019 Symposium. It
was found that the distance between a group of stars
I was studying were not too far away from a very
interesting cometary globule. This leads to further
scrutiny of how the cometary globule was formed.
Vol. 11
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A typical day of writing code to extract certain parameters from images of binaries.
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HSGC Trainee & Fellowship Experience
By: Kiyomi Sanders, UH Mānoa

I began attending Kapi‘olani Community College as a

These black holes had become too massive in too short a

nontraditional student with no science experience. I had al-

time period for them to have grown as black holes normally

ways been intrigued by astrophysics and its approach to the

do: steadily in relation to surrounding galaxies.

unknown, but thought it might be too late for me to begin

My experience with HSGC gave me the confidence to

learning something so intellectually challenging—let alone

become involved at the KCC STEM Center and seek other

pursue it as a career. I was also aware that women, LGBTQ+

opportunities like NASA Community College Aerospace

people, and ethnic minorities are underrepresented in phys-

Scholars and the Akamai Internship Program. I also attended

ics. I would never have guessed that during my first year of

conferences such as the

college, I would be researching some of the most colossal

Emerging Researchers

and mysterious objects in the universe.

National Conference

While I was taking an introductory astronomy class with

and the Conference for

Dr. Radovan Milincic, he invited me to participate in re-

Undergraduate Women in

search with HSGC. I began the research with a basic under-

Physics. These experi-

standing of the methods, which involved using NASA’s online

ences helped me believe

archives to determine the number of galaxies at increasing

that I am capable of

distances around certain supermassive black holes. Based

making valuable contri-

on this data, I generated graphs representing the distribu-

butions to science. After

tion of galaxies surrounding each black hole (Fig. 1).

I earn my undergraduate

It required much more time and patience to understand

degree, I hope to attend

I attended the NASA Community College Aerospace Scholars
(NCAS) on-site experience at
Ames Research Center in 2018.

the context, significance, and implications of the research.

graduate school and

I continued the research for two semesters as a trainee and

pursue a career in phys-

a third semester as a fellow. Building on the same project

ics research. I also aspire

allowed me to cultivate a more complex and holistic under-

to promote effective and accessible science communication

standing of the research over time. I began to understand

and advocate for diversity in the science community. I am

why the black holes that I had been analyzing were so per-

grateful to HSGC for helping me take the first step towards

plexing: they were extremely massive (up to 66 billion times

these goals.

the mass of the sun!) and they existed surprisingly early in
the universe’s timeline.

Fig. 1: The galaxy number density profiles for all black
holes had spikes (marked in yellow)
in otherwise smooth curves. This may indicate a distur-

For more details about my
research, feel free to view
my presentation slides using
the following QR code:

Earlier this year, I was part of a group of KCC students
who attended the ERN Conference with
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Summer Internship at NASA JPL:
Amino Acid Analysis of the Aguas Zarcas Meteorite Using
GC-MS
By: Vanessa Zepeda, UH Hilo Graduate

Experimental set-up and method design.
Pulling out samples from the Rocket evaporator.

This was my second internship with NASA JPL that was
supported by the Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium. The

My name is Vanessa Zepeda and I participated in an

aid I received from HSGC covered my to travel to Pasa-

internship with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory to de-

dena, California to work on my experiment for 2 weeks.

velop a method to analyze and quantify amino acids of

HSGC’s support allowed me to network with JPL scientists

the CM meteorite, Aguas Zarcas. The Aguas Zarcas chon-

and helped me secure a PhD offer to further my research

drite is significant because it has been identified as a pos-

career in astrobiology. I now live in Australia and am a

sible analog for the asteroid Bennu, a body of interest in

Higher Degree Research student at the Queensland Insti-

our solar system. The discovery of complex organic mol-

tute of Technology. My tenure here as a research student

ecules, such as amino acids and nucleotide bases, found

will involve the study of Earth analogs for Martian geology

in CM meteorites has fed ideas that chondrite impacts

as well as assist my supervisors with data analysis from

could have seeded early Earth with the building blocks

the NASA JPL Mars rover Perseverance, scheduled for de-

for life. Therefore, Amino acids found in meteorites are

parture in July 2020.

highly studied in the field of astrobiology.
Normally, amino acids are analyzed using techniques
such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
but my goal was to develop a method compatible with the
equipment at the astrobiogeochemistry lab (abcLab) at
JPL using gas chromatography paired with mass spectrometry (GC-MS/IRMS). GC-MS/IRMS is a useful instrument because of the high chromatographic resolution, extensive
mass spectra libraries, and duplicatable chromatography.
Developing novel methodologies supports future missions
by simplifying complex procedures that can then be per-
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Summer Internship at General Dynamics:
The Process
By: Leighton Villanueva, UH Mānoa

Artemis: A free signal identification software that contains various information regarding different signals.
In the summer of 2019 I spent a few weeks working at the
General Dynamics Mission Systems Waimea office on the is-

Leighton Villanueva

land of Kauai. The entirety of my time there was a wonderful

An early adjustment during my internship that I had to

experience. Reflecting back on my time there, my primary

make was understanding and implementing the kanban sys-

takeaways have been furthering my research skills, learning

tem into my project. I had never heard of this approach to

about and using the kanban system of project management,

project management before and it was a great paradigm shift

and gaining a better understanding of proper project docu-

for me for how I normally approach projects. Usually, I just

mentation. These lessons have significantly impacted my ap-

flail around and feel in over my head during any type of proj-

proach to my current projects as well as other aspects of

ect but by using the kanban system and creating measured,

my life.

incremental goals the progress towards a completed project

The topic of my internship was “Low Cost Radio Frequen-

felt much more attainable. With each subgoal that was com-

cy Signal Processing with Commercial Off the Shelf Receiv-

pleted, I felt a great sense of accomplishment. By the end of

ers and Machine Learning.” Prior to this internship, I had

the project, the large stack of sticky notes I used to record

never worked with radio frequencies, signal processing, or

my goals for the week made me feel truly accomplished.

machine learning. Learning about and working with these

Alongside the project goals, I kept a detailed journal or

technologies was an eye opening experience to the depth of

report of the accomplishments for each week of work. These

the various disciplines that I can apply my knowledge of soft-

journals helped in solidifying to me of how much progress I

ware engineering to. Getting the opportunity to experiment

had actually made towards my goals for the week and kept

with technologies such as a HackRF, a RTL-SDR, and signal

me engaged with the task at hand. Reading the last week’s

generators was an experience I would most likely never have

report also helped in knowing where to start when coming

been exposed to were it not for this internship.

in to work the next week. These reports served the added
purpose of letting my mentors know if I was struggling on a
certain task and where they could provide assistance, which
they graciously gave often.
Through my time at General Dynamics Mission Systems,
I gained a greater understanding of the depth to the field
of computer science, a new paradigm through which to approach projects, and the necessity of clear journaling of
progress. Through this experience I was also able to receive
a letter of recommendation from my mentors which I am in-

HackRFOne: The HackRF One is an example of a Low
Cost Radio Frequency device that is open source.

credibly grateful for when I begin to pursue a career after my
education is complete.
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Summer Internship Experiences
By: James Thesken, UH Mānoa
The summer internships I have had with the Hawaii Space Grant
Consortium (HSGC) have always been interesting conversation starters.
One summer I became a drone pilot for the largest coffee plantation in
the United States. Another summer I did nearly the exact opposite of
what I learned in school as a mechanical engineer and wrote software
for computer vision applications on FPGA’s (Field Programmable Gate
Arrays). The best part about HSGC internships is they were both challenging and rewarding in that the skills I learned set me apart from
other graduating students.
My recent internship was with General Dynamics Mission Systems
(GDMS) on the island of Kauai, with the project topic “FPGA Acceleration of Python Based Computer Vision Processing With the Xilinx PYNQ

Figure 2: Baseline testing

Framework”. An FPGA is an integrated circuit whose purpose is to be configured by hardware engineers after manufacturing
(Figure 1). FPGAs are often selected for systems with requirements calling for low power and high computational speeds.
Programming an FPGA is a specialized field of engineering and those with no formalized training or education are often
met with low success rates. The goal of this internship was to explore a new framework developed by Xilinx called Python
Productivity for ZYNQ (PYNQ). The intent of the framework is to create an access point for high level software engineers to
develop hardware accelerated programs without having knowledge of traditional FPGA development.
The framework did not take too long to set up and examples provided by the
board’s manufacturers showed great improvements to the speed of computer vision tasks from an FPGA (Figure 2). One of the projects I had was to develop my
own demonstration so I could find the limitations of the framework, in addition to
proving the viability of using the boards further. One of the great aspects of the
internship is that failure was not discouraged as it was important to document the
shortcomings of setting up the FPGA’s. The task I chose was in tracking moving
objects (Figure 3).
The internship was a great success both personally and for GDMS as they saved
a lot of time in evaluating the PYNQ framework. Being a mechanical engineering
student I wanted to show that it is always possible to explore other fields and that
other students should be encouraged to do the same. Thank you to Hawaii Space
Grant Consortium, Taylor Alfiler, Neil Young, and the GDMS office for the great
generosity and encouragement to complete the summer internship.
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Figure 1: Xilinx ZCU104 (L) and
PYNQ-Z1 (R) utilized during
the internship.
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Figure 3: Screenshot of detected moving pedestrians on a busy sidewalk.
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K-12 EDUCATION- By: Art Kimura,

Astronaut Ellison Onizuka
Day of Discovery
The 20th annual Astronaut Ellison Onizuka Science Day,
sponsored by American Savings Bank, the University of Hawaii-Hilo and the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium, was held
on January 25, 2020, at University of Hawaii-Hilo. Featured
speaker was Astronaut Shane Kimbrough, who flew on the
Space Shuttle mission STS-126 Endeavour in 2008 and on Expedition 49/50, October 2016-April 2017, spending 173 days
in space and conducting 4 spacewalks. Astronaut Kimbrough
shared his connection to Ellison Onizuka via a soccer ball that
belonged to Ellison Onizuka’s daughter’s high school soccer
team which was in the Challenger when it launched in 1986.
The ball was in a small duffle bag recovered intact among the
tons of debris recovered by NASA. The ball was returned to
Clear Lake High School by the Onizuka family and placed in
a trophy case. Astronaut Kimbrough, whose twin daughters
attended Clear Lake High School 30 years after the Challenger
accident, offered to take the ball to the International Space
Station on his Expedition 49 mission; the ball which spent 173
days in space, was returned to Clear Lake High School where
it is displayed in its own display case, passed by thousands of
students daily, including the Onizuka grandchildren.

Astronaut Lacy Veach Day
of Discovery
The 19th Astronaut Lacy Veach Day, sponsored by Ha-

Children and their parents attended engaging workshops

waiian Electric, Kamehameha Schools Kapalama and the Ha-

that included Dancing with Galaxies, Aerodynamic Planes,

waii Space Grant Consortium, was held on October 26, 2019,

Lifestyles of the Stars, Making 3D Models with Lasers and

hosted by Kamehameha Schools Kapalama for the first time.

Cameras, Forensic Science, Indigenous Hawaiian Architec-

The Veach Day celebrates the legacy of Astronaut Charles

ture, Ozobot Robot Challenge, Wacky Computer Science, Pa-

Lacy Veach who flew on two Space Shuttle missions, STS-39

per Circuits, Flight Simulation Hardware Science., and Modern

(orbiter, Discovery) in 1991 and STS-52 (orbiter, Columbia)

and Ancient of Navigating the Universe, as well as interacting

in 1992, logging 436 hours in space. Two re-known explorers

with hands on exhibits that included the Thirty Meter Tele-

were keynote speakers: Master Navigator, Nainoa Thompson,

scope, the Institute for Astronomy, the Civil Air Patrol, the

President of the Polynesian Voyaging Society, and Educator

UH-Hilo School of Nursing, the UH-Hilo College of Pharmacy,

Astronaut Joseph Acaba. Thompson and Veach became close

the Subaru Telescope, Canada-France Hawaii Telescope, the

friends and colleagues and during Veach’s 2nd shuttle flight,

Gemini Observatory, the Keck Observatory, the UH-Hilo De-

they arranged a radio link between the shuttle and the voy-

partment of Physics and Astronomy, the UH-Hilo Department

aging canoe, Hokulea, in which students could ask questions.

of Computer Science and Engineering, and the Hawaii Science

Astronaut Acaba was the Veach Day keynote in 2004, then

and Technology Museum.

was part of a live downlink between Hawaii and the space

The Hawaii Space Grant Consortium provides overall co-

shuttle, Discovery, STS-119, in 2009. He was the flight en-

ordination, on line and onsite registration, and program plan-

gineer on Expeditions 31/32 in 2012 and Expeditions 53/54

ning and support including supporting 200 volunteers who

in 20 in 2017-2018. He has spent 306 days in space in his 3

host the workshops and exhibits, assist in registration and

missions. Astronaut Acaba also spoke at Punahou School and

other program needs in honoring the legacy of Ellison Onizuka

McKinley High School to 2,000 student and teacher partici-

and the Challenger Crew.

pants.
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Student, parent and teacher participants could attend selected workshops to make a battery storage device, build a
circuit board and operate a robot, recycle film cans into engineering projects, making a circuit with paper, discovering micro organisms via microscopes, learning CPR, using hardware
store supplies to making a rocket launcher, examining fossils,
learning how STEM is used in toys, coding a mini robot, learning about space inflatables and satellites, learning about the
importance of bees, and creating propeller powered cars.

http://www.spacegrant.hawaii.edu/Day-of-discovery/

VEX Scholastic Robotics
The Hawaii Space Grant Consortium has been instrumental in expanding access to educational robotics in Hawaii by

Mark Leon Signature
VEX Invitational

coordinating qualifying tournaments and leagues and the

Mark Leon was a NASA Engineer, NASA Ames Research

state championships, by working with event partners and

Center who is credited for initiating scholastic robotics in Ha-

team mentors and teachers, and using grants to support

waii 21 years ago. The Mark Leon Signature VEX Invitational,

program expansion, resulting in increasing access to stu-

hosted by St. Louis School, honors Mark Leon who was well

dents. Grants were received from Hawaiian Electric, the

known for his advocating for students to “do the math, save

Thirty Meter Telescope, the Department of Labor and Indus-

the world,” his blue hair and his passion for student success.

trial Relations, Hawaii State Grant in Aid, and the County of

Thirty nine teams from Hawaii, California, China and Colom-

Hawaii. There were 35 tournaments and leagues conducted

bia participated, supported by 100 volunteers. Approved as

in Hawaii with 368 registered teams, 115 teams qualifying for

a Robotics Education and Competition Foundation Signature

the Hawaii State VEX Championships and 34 teams qualifying

Event, designated award recipients received invitations to

for the World VEX Championships which were scheduled for

the 2020 World VEX Championships

April 2020 but cancelled due to the COVID 19 outbreak.
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Remembering Future Flight
Hawaii
Future Flight Hawaii was initiated in 1991 as a residential
and day space exploration summer program using the natural terrain in Hawaii to simulate lunar and Martian surfaces.
Over 25 years, 9,000 student, parent and teacher participants
were engaged in Future Flight programs, Apollo: the Next
Generation—Return to the Moon, Next Stop: Mars, Mission to
the Blue Planet (Earth) and Rendezvous in Space. Supported
by hundreds of teachers over its 25 years, parents, student
and teacher participants have described their memories of
Future Flight in social media recently.

“

Future Flight left an incredible and indelible mark on me

and thousands of Hawaii kids who have gone on to STEM careers before STEM was even a thing! Experiences at Future
Flight led me directly to Oceanit and a career in medicine
and clinical informatics. And I am truly humbly just one of

”

many thousands of learners whose life were changed
-- Matt Sakumoto, Multi-Year Participant

“

I am thankful for the opportunity Future Flight started.

We (daughter, Stephanie and me) continue to be influenced
by your generosity and enthusiasm for sparking interest in
science all over the world.

”

What you do for kids and how you have created so many

fond memories for the keiki in Hawaii and beyond! Thank
you for the opportunity to work with you and Future Flight,
some of my best memories and fun times!

Hawaii Space Grant Education Specialists provide 3 hour
hands on STEM workshops each semester, for pre service Uni-

-- Anne Torige, Parent of Participant

“

Professional Development
Workshops for Teachers

”

versity of Hawaii Education majors, and through grants, provide project based STEM workshops for in service teachers.
The goal is to provide teachers with resources so that STEM
lessons can be immediately implemented in their classrooms.
NASA education links and resources are provided.

-- Springy Yamasaki, Staff Teacher/Volunteer

“

Thanks for all the years and making a big difference in

students’ and teachers’ lives who went on to touch others
to keep science exciting and alive. It has made a difference
in my life and still doing it.

”

-- Sylvia Kaizuka, Staff Teacher/Volunteer

“

A big MAHALO to all that you and Rene have done for

Hawaii and STEM. You have touched/influence/inspired
the lives of soooo many. I shudder to think what the next
chapter of the book, “The World According to Art and Rene”
will look like.”

”

-- Dwayne Mukai, Parent of Participant
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Global STEM Connections
Hawaii Space Grant Consortium Education Specialists continue to foster global connections by collaborating with partners in Colombia, China, and Japan. Coding using mini programmable robots was used for workshops in Japan at Kagawa
University’s Engineering Day in August 2019. The Hawaii Space
Grant Consortium also coordinated for 11 Hawaii VEX robotics
teams to participate in the first IREX VEX Invitational (https://
www.robotevents.com/robot-competitions/vex-robotics-competition/RE-VRC-19-9123.html) held on December 21, 2019 as

part of the International Robotics Exposition (https://biz.
nikkan.co.jp/eve/irex/english/). Two VEX IQ teams from Japan
participated in the Pan Pacific VEX Championships, another
RECF designated Signature event, in November 2019 (https://
www.robotevents.com/robot-competitions/vex-iq-challenge/
RE-VIQC-19-8206.html).

S TEMF E S T
(F E ST = Fam il ie s E xpl o rin g S c ie n c e Toget h er )
Schools in Hawaii are hosting the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium’s STEMFESTivals. These free programs feature science demonstrations, information about NASA supported
educational opportunities, and hands on activities for the
students, parents and teachers. These evening family STEM
programs encourage children and parents to work together,
foster home/school partnerships, and catalyze interest in science and engineering as careers for children. The STEMFESTs
use a NASA context of living in space, the exploration of the
Moon and Mars, and the commercial Earth to orbit opportunities.
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FA C ULT Y P E R SP E C TIV E
Multifunctional Nanocomposites Employing Nanoresin and
Nanoforest Technologies
By: Dr. Mehrdad Ghasemi Nejhad, Professor and Director:
Hawaii Nanotechnology Labs (HNLs), Dept. of Mechanical Engr. Univ. of Hawaii at Manoa
Dr. Nejhad is well-known for his major contributions to the

useful as high-temperature structural materials. Addition-

field of Nanocomposites with landmark patents and publica-

ally, it has been found that the inclusion of nanoparticles and

tions on Nanobrush, Nanoforest, and Nanoresin technologies

carbon nanotubes improves the mechanical performance of

with related publications in Science, Nature Materials, and

the developed nanocomposites. The objectives of this set

Advanced Functional Materials. The Nanoresin & Nanofor-

of research are to process, characterize, and evaluate the

est technologies, developed by Dr. Nejhad and co-workers,

mechanical performance of ceramics nanocomposites from

solve fundamental problems associated with composites and

preceramic polymers with microparticles and nanoparticles

those are: (I) Transferring a brittle matrix into a tough ma-

as well as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) growth on the surface

trix employing the Nanoresin technology, and (II) Providing

of the ceramic fibers (we call this technology as Nanofor-

reinforcement in between the composite layers (where only

est I, NF I), for use in high temperature as well as optical

matrix exists) employing Nanoforest technology. These tech-

space structures.

nologies in concert can potentially solve the long-standing

lentino (2018-2019) and was substantially improved by Kayli

weakness in composites in terms of delamination.

Chun (2019-2020) where CNTs growth on ceramic fabrics (i.e.,

This project started with Reginald To-

NF I) were improved and optimized, and then this optimized
Dr. Nejhad has also worked in the areas of Composites

CNT-grown ceramic fibers were prepregged with a relatively

and Smart Structures with over 170 publications in the fields

high loading of microparticles and nanoparticles within pre-

of composites, smart structures, and nanotechnology/nano-

ceramic polymers to successfully improve strength (by 31%),

composites. Dr. Nejhad has supervised undergraduate re-

stiffness (by 85%), and toughness (by 25%). We have drafted

search students supported by the Hawaii Space Grant Consor-

a journal paper based on this work (where the support of

tium (HSGC) as Space Grant Fellows starting in Fall 1995 with

HSGC is acknowledged) to be submitted to a composite jour-

Danny Li and Lucy Wong on composites and smart structures.

nal soon. Figure 1 shows Kayli Chun working in the HNLs on

Most recently, Dr. Nejhad mentored 4 students as Space Grant

her research. She will start her MS studies in UCLA starting

Fellows on (1) Ceramic Nanocomposites using Nanoresin &

Fall 2020.

Nanoforest technologies (Reginald Tolentino, 2018-2019
& Kayli Chun, 2019-2020) and (2) Polymer Nanocomposites
using Nanoforest technology (Adrian Ramirez, 2018-2019 &
Mikhael Polivany, 2019-2020). This article concentrates on
the research conducted by the above-mentioned four Space
Grant Fellows. As a note, we develop our carbon nanotubes
Nanoforest in a Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) furnace and
the Nanoresin in a Sonicator, in our HNLs.
(1) Ceramic Nanocomposites using Nanoresin & Nanoforest
technologies
(Reginal Tolentino, 2018-2019 & Kayli Chun, 2019-2020)
Cermaic Matrix Composites (CMCs) are of great interest in many high temperature space applications due to their
high strength and modulus of elasticity. Particulary, CMCs
and Continuous Fiber Ceramic Composites (CFCCs) are highly

Figure 1- Left: Kayli Chun working on her Space
Grant research on Nanoresin in the HNLs.
Right: Typical Flexure Test for the samples with
Nanoresin and NF I.
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(2) Polymer Nancomposites using Nanoforest technology
(Adrian Ramirez, 2018-2019 & Mikhail Polivany, 20192020)
Nanocomposites have attracted enormous attentions with
a wide variety of applications in recent years. Among them
are nanomaterials specifically designed for thermal management, electromagnetic shielding, radiation shielding, damping, and structural application where improved mechanical
properties are desirable. The high-performance characteristics of nanocomposites allow structural components with
much higher performance and much lower weight and inertia, which lead to cost savings in space vehicles’ launch
and operation. The main objective of this research was to
process, characterize, and evaluate the mechanical performance of polymer-based prepreg composites with carbon
nanotube (CNT) nanoforest interleaved in between prepreg
composite layers (we call this technology as Nanoforest II, NF
II) to develop high-performance hierarchical multifunctional
nanocomposites.
The initial work in this project was performed by Adrian
Ramirez (2018-2019), where he used an adhesive to transfer NF II onto the fabric followed by a wet layup to make
nanocomposites. Although, this NF II technique improved the
overall fracture toughness of the developed nanocomposite,
the use of adhesive and its chemicals prevented NF II achieve
its full potentials.

Mikhail Polivany (2019-2020) improved

on Adrian Ramirez’s approach and used a prepreg system to
transfer NF II onto nanocomposites. Although, the material
that Mikhail Polivany (2019-2020) used, as the crack initiator
for the fracture toughness testing samples, absorbed some of
the prepreg resins, and hence caused the NF II to have resin
starvation in the areas adjacent to the crack initiator, the
areas away from these local effects, proved improvements in
fracture toughness for the samples with NF II with their best

Figure 2- Top: Mikhail Polivany working on his Space
Grant research on NF II in the HNLs,
Bottom: Typical fracture toughness specimen during
testing.

performances in failure load and fracture toughness to have
10% and 9% improvements, respectively, over the pristine

It is extremely rewarding to work with such talented stu-

samples. The recommendation is to use Kapton film as the

dents and observing that when they start working on a proj-

crack initiator for the fracture toughness test instead, which

ect, their knowledge is limited and when they complete their

does not absorb resin, to remedy the resin starvation issue

project, they are at a stage that they can conduct research

encountered here. Figure 2 shows Mikhail Polivany working

with minimum supervisions. Undergraduate research gives

in the HNLs on his research. He will continue working with

students the needed knowledge and skill as well as sense of

Dr. Nejhad on this research as undergraduate research stu-

accomplishments and confidence that prove to be vital in the

dent on one of Dr. Nejhad’s funded projects, to fully realize

success of their future career either into the industry or the

the potentials of NF II technology.

academia.
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S TRAT E GI C P LAN NIN G
Launch of HSGC's Revamped Website
HSGC is pleased to announce our new website. We've been online since 1999, sharing news and information about our students and their accomplishments, campus programs, affiliates, state events, and national Space Grant activities. This year we
are fulfilling the requests from students and staff for a modern, media-rich website by launching a beautifully redesigned site at
the same url: www.spacegrant.hawaii.edu.
HSGC student employee, Kara Tanaka (BBA in MIS, Marketing, Finance & Management, 2018) spearheaded the design and
functionality of the new website, working on it while also managing her other tasks in the Space Grant office and completing her
triple-degree. Well done! In fact, Kara's talents and dedication are hallmarks of all the student employees in HSGC. Linda Martel,
outgoing communications lead said, "The new website was truly needed and Kara brought the perfect combination of artistry
and technical skills to the task. She created a site that will serve the broad HSGC community well into the future."
We invite you to visit the HSGC website's sections covering who we are, NASA EPSCoR, University Research Internships, Hawai'i
Space Flight Lab, Higher Education Resources and other student opportunities, our K-12 events and educational resources, and
news. Find out what's happening at our ten institutions of higher learning including the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa, the
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, the University of Guam, and seven Community Colleges (Hawai‘i, Honolulu, Kapi‘olani, Kaua‘i,
Leeward, Maui, and Windward) on four Hawaiian islands.
Our new design will make it easier for you to find information on internship opportunities and news across our affiliate campuses and educational partners. Our archives will also remain active. We are proud of all the accomplishments of our students
and hope you will join us in celebrating our fresh new design that highlights all that makes HSGC special.
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Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium
Chartered under the National Space Grant College
and Fellowship Program in 1990, the Hawai‘i Space
Grant Consortium develops and runs interdisciplinary
education, research, and public service programs related
to space science, earth science, remote sensing, human
exploration and development of space, small satellites,
and aerospace technology. We accomplish this through a
variety of projects: Undergraduate research fellowships
and traineeships, innovative college courses, workshops
for educators, educational web sites, public exhibitions,

HSGC AFFILIATES
UH Mānoa (Lead Institution)
Dr. Luke Flynn, Director
Ms. Marcia Rei Nii, Program Coordinator
Mr. Arthur Kimura, Education Specialist
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Dr. Peter Englert, Associate Director, Fellowships
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lectures, tours, primary school programs, space-themed
evening programs, and much more.
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University of Guam
Dr. Romina King, Associate Director
Hawai‘i Community College
Dr. Joseph Wilcox, Associate Director
Honolulu Community College
Dr. Shidong Kan, Associate Director
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